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ABSTRACT

Data monitoring outbreaks of disease in a region and specific populations (epidemiology) requires the support of an integrated data from all related surveillance unit. The integration of data between surveillance units (health centers, polyclinics, hospitals) must be design and good properly managed so as to enable health leaders and analysts to acquire, integrate, analyze and monitor the data (cases of the disease) from different data sources. The source data comes from a heterogeneous system, in this case the data source is a distribution surveillance units. To facilitate the management of surveillance data will be in the design of the data center in the model epidemiological data warehouse so as to form an integrated surveillance system (ISS). The problem faced is related to interoperability, ie the ability to integrate and synchronize data from different systems platforms (heterogeneous). Thus we need a methodology of integrating data in XML model into the epidemiological data warehouse. Since XML becomes a standard for data exchange over internet, especially in the B2B and B2C communication is needed integration system with the model XML data into the data warehouse. In this study we describe the design of a model of integration and synchronization between surveillance unit in the method SOA-based web services architecture. The method used is XML Web Services, a method that can integrate applications and exchange data in XML (Extensible Markup Language). Exchange data in XML format using the technology SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) and WSDL (Web Services Description Language) and using the library NuSOAP.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Design data warehouse epidemiology is a strategy that has a very important contribution in improving the quality and quantity monitoring health data. Epidemiological surveillance is a series of systematic sustainable process in the collection, analysis and interpretation of health data. Disease prevention and eradication programs are most effective if they are supported by epidemiological data warehouse, because they one of the functions of a data warehouse is the availability of epidemiological data sourced from all units in an integrated surveillance and up to date With System Data Warehouse then the quality of epidemiological surveillance will always be preserved. Epidemiological data warehousing system is a set of technologies and tools that enable data sources epidemiological surveillance unit (health centers, polyclinics, hospitals) are scattered and heterogeneous can be perform interoperability (communication data), especially in terms of integration and data synchronization. The most important part of this system is a data warehouse data marts, a data mart is a historical collection of data sources (local schema) that is oriented to the needs of particular epidemiological analyzes. Data warehouse system design process consists of several stages such as analysis of data from heterogeneous data sources surveillance unit, the design of data warehouse model, the definition of data transformation and integration process, synchronization design and implementation of equipment needed by the user to access and represent data warehouse. Web services are the most popular method of SOA now [1]. Has a series of criteria and protocols that guarantee the functions to be performed, such as WebServices Description Language (WSDL), UDDI, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and so on [2]. Web services are platform independent and are suitable for heterogeneous environments.
SOA is a leading integration method and the heterogeneous system environment architecture framework [3]. The basic idea of SOA is services core and integrate information resources on service standards, enabling reconfiguration and reuse of information resources [5]. SOA is respite services that can be combined with architecture services [6,7]. Communication services with a simple interface definition and precision that does not involve programming interface and communication models. There are three parts SOA architecture based on web services: services provider, registry services, consumer services [8]. Consumer service providers and each refers to the system of external and internal corporate systems. As a solution can be divided into three tier architecture, the application tier, services tier and resource tier. Resource tier contains all sorts of databases of the MIS which need to be integrated. Services tier is the core of the solution, Including web services encapsulation, composition, registration, discovery, invoation and the data mapping module. Application tier consists of the application client of MIS ind information portal. XML is an emerging Internet applications oriented markup language for documents contains both content and structure. XML is extensible, platform independent and easy to transfer in the network, so it is very suitable for describing information and the data synchronaization and database integration.

**Figure 1. SOA-Based Web Services Architecture**

XML web services is a software system designed to support interoperability in machine to machine interactions in a network [9]. Interaction is done through a specific protocol. Thus the ability of web services can be increase the ability of the web to communicate and share information and data with the pattern of program-to-program. With the design of XML web services will can be integrate the system, programming language support, database and operating system platform that is different from the protocol http (Hypertext Transfer Protocol). Thus dbms application and heterogeneous between surveillance unit can communicate with the system of epidemiological data warehouse. The purpose of this study was to analyze, design, system integration and synchronzation between surveillance unit with the health service system in a prototype model epidemiological data warehouse.

**Figure 2. Integration Of XML Document Within A Data Warehouse Epidemiology**

**Figure 3. The Heterogenous Database Integration Architecture**

**1.1. Heterogenous Data Integration Problem**

Integration is the process of combining different data in different data sources, and provide users with a unified view of the data [11]. Basically this
process through the development of an integrated system. Lazerini [11] characteristics of the system as a data integration architecture based on a global scheme and a set of data sources. The data source contains data related, while the global scheme provides a reconciliation, integration, and a virtual view of the basic sources of data. With global virtual global view, users can be gain access system integrated uniform data from different data sources. Two basic approaches are used between the model of global schema and data sources (local scheme). The first Global-as-View (GAV) where the global schema as the data source [12]. The second is the Local-as-View (LAV) in which each data source is defined as a view over the global schema. Some of the problems related to the integration of heterogeneity of data between data sources as a local schema with a global schema is schema mapping, the data cleansing, transformation of data, the data reconciliation problem.

1.2. Heterogenous Data Synchronization Problem

Sinkronsi heterogeneous data directly related to the process of replication of data between heterogeneous databases. Data replication is the process of generating, producing, and maintaining a set of data in one or more locations [13]. Data replication between databases is very important to the availability of the data up-to-date whenever and wherever the data is needed. In terms of communication and the timeliness of the data replication process can be synchronous or asynchronous. The process of data synchronization is the process of transforming the current data status of the application system to other heterogeneous systems and update the data to maintain data consistency. Synchronization of data as "a technical method that can Achieve consistency of data from databases in heterogeneous multi-platform". Synchronization is also a specially needs data integration to provide real-time consistency between local and global data sources through the update mechanism. Thus, data synchronization means that if there are changes to the data on the local data source will be notified, or distributed to a datasource that corresponds to the domain administrator information. Therefore, an integrated environmental changes will automatically perform inter-system update. Synchronization can be classified into uni-directional data synchronization and bi-directional data synchronization. Some of the problems related to the data synchronization is inter-process communication on the use of data and resources together.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Architecture Model Integration Between Surveillance Units

In the draft for a model of integration between applications to be built with webs services is the integration of epidemiological data from surveillance units health centers and hospitals. Where the surveillance unit that uses dbms and different applications (My Sql and PostgreSQL). Access will be built in advance of the application communication occurs in two directions, which through web services each surveillance unit will take the local epidemiological data from the database was changed into the form of a document in a format specific parameters (SOAP Services). Then the web service to send and request access between applications will continue to health office (dinkes) epidemiological database as epidemiological data warehouse.

Figure 4. Model Design Data Integration Between Units Surveillance In A Data Warehouse Epidemiological

2.2. Design Model Integration Web Services Between Units Surveillance.

a). The integration between the systems department of population with health center system. The system of official of population information will provide a service to health centers and hospitals. Here is the architectural integration between the system of population with health center system.
Population system also provides service to the hospital system that integrates both, the following is the architectural integration between the system of population with hospital systems.

b). Integration between health center systems with system health office. Health center information system will provide service to the health department, so the health department can receive data from each recording of cases of the disease. The following is a system architecture integration.

c). The integration between the hospital system with system health office. The integration between the hospital information system with a system allowing health office to monitor health office epidemiology data sourced from hospitals, the following is a systematic integration architecture.

d). Integration between health center systems with system health office. Integration of health services system will provide service to the health centers system, so that epidemiological surveillance data each case the disease will be able to monitor the health office. The following is a the architecture of system integration between health office with health center system.

2.3. Web Services Design

After the design phase of web services integration model between several surveillance units, then the next stage is to perform the implementation of the XML programming on each web design services related to system integration Atar surveilasn related units. Some of web design services are as follows:

a). Web services system of reporting health centers to integrate with system health office.

b). The integration between health center systems with system health office. Health center information system will provide service to the health department, so the health department can receive data from each recording of cases of the disease. The following is a system architecture integration.
b). Web services for hospital reporting system integrated with health office system.

2.4. Mapping Rule Schema

A data integration techniques, among heterogeneous scheme mainly deal with the problem of the transformation and exchange of data. Mapping rules are middle-ware that is independent and not influenced from various platforms. Mapping rules can also be applied schema in format and values of query results.
2.5. Design Gav (Global as View) as a mediator schema synchronization.

Is a global schema as mediator that serve to help synchronize data items in the form of unit surveilas local schema LAV (Local as View). The mediator scheme is temporary shelter data reception with local schema defines techniques (reformulated) to match the structure of the global scheme. Scheme mediator also helps the process of reformulating the query with the data request through the local schema global scheme.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Prototype integration of the data center that was developed at health office surveillance is an integration of two units, namely health centers and hospitals. By designing XML Web Services data from two units of surveillance data can be unified into a single integrated system (data warehouse model) although derived from the system and dbms different applications (multi-platform). The figure below shows the number of data reports information derived from epidemiological surveillance units (health centers and hospitals) both daily (w1), weekly (w2) or monthly (LB1).
For monitoring epidemiological data transmission from the surveillance unit shipment data can be synchronized from each surveillance unit each day continuously, so that it can automatically in the monitoring. With daily monitoring of this system will can be ensure the surveillance unit anywhere that does not perform epidemiological data transmission so that it can be done a certain action, it is very important to monitor the outbreak, particularly for infectious disease outbreaks.

4. CONCLUSION

In this research has been done web design development services with XML and has conducted testing of prototype data center where the health agency epidemiological data sources epidemiology derived from epidemiological data reporting health centers and hospitals with a daily format (W1), weekly (W2) and monthly (LB1). From the results of prototype testing of the epidemiological data center, web design service successfully integrated reporting system of units surveilas although epidemiological data sources come from different applications and dbms (MySQL and PostgreSQL) as well as different data structures. This shows the communication protocol middleware web service that is able to exchange epidemiological data as message by utilizing HTTP protocol via a computer network between web-based and database apikasi between surveillance unit with database data center health office epidemiology. Integration between surveillance unit with web technology services in computer networks also showed communication between the provider and the services requester services can be used for monitoring real-time data delivery, so that it can be designed monitoring and synchronization of application data delivery effectively. Thus every event an outbreak of a particular region can be monitored continuously in order to program the eradication and control of diseases.
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